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Abstract
The earth-abundant semiconductor Cu3BiS3 (CBS) offers promising photovoltaic
properties, and is often considered analogous to solar absorbers copper indium gallium
diselenide (CIGS) and copper zinc tin sulphide (CZTS) despite few device reports.
The extent to which this is justifiable is explored via a thorough x-ray photoemission
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis: spanning core levels, ionisation potential, work function,
surface contamination, cleaning, band alignment, and valence band density of states.
The XPS analysis overcomes addresses the shortcomings of prior XPS studies of this
material. Temperature-dependent absorption spectra determine a 1.2 eV direct band
gap at room temperature; the widely reported 1.4–1.5 eV band gap is attributed to
weak transitions from the low density of states of the topmost valence band previously
being undetected. Density functional theory HSE06+SoC calculations determine band
structure, optical transitions, and well-fitted absorption and Raman spectra. Valence
band XPS spectra and model calculations find the CBS bonding to be superficially
similar to CIGS and CZTS, but the Bi3+ cation (and formally occupied Bi-6s orbital)
have fundamental impacts: giving a low ionisation potential (4.98 eV), suggesting that
the CdS window layer favoured for CIGS and CZTS gives detrimental band alignment,
and should be rejected in favour of a better aligned material in order for CBS devices
to progress.
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1 Introduction
Given the plethora of materials vying for research interest in the solar photovoltaic (PV)
community, earth abundance is arguably one of the more critical factors to consider when
investigating novel materials for use as solar absorbers, so that commercial viability can, in
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the future, be a realistic possibility.1–3 As such, research has shifted away from the established
thin film solar absorbers cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium gallium diselenide
(CIGS) because of the toxicity or scarcity of the constituent elements. Copper zinc tin
sulphide/selenide (CZTS) has shown promise to overcome these factors, however, the five-
element makeup of this material makes reliable production a challenge,4,5 and increases the
likelihood of problems associated with defects6 and secondary phases.7 The ternary copper
chalcogenides with the form CunMmChx (M = Sb, Bi; Ch = S, Se), are an attractive for
use in PV because they fulfill the above criteria whilst also having electronic structures
superficially similar to CIGS, replacing trivalent In and Ga with Sb or Bi.8 Ternary Cu-Sb-
and Cu-Bi-chalcogenides and the broader class of materials containing post-transition metal
cations with an ns2 electronic configuration (that is, an N-2 oxidation state) have recently
been comprehensively reviewed in terms of their solar absorber credentials.9,10
Given these aspects, the compound Cu3BiS3 (CBS) is attractive because Bi has greater
world reserves and ore extraction rates than In, and is therefore much cheaper.11 While
CBS has been known as the mineral wittichenite since 180512,13 and was artificially grown
as early 1947,14 its potential for solar PV was not recognized until 1997.15 Promising PV
properties reported include: inherently p-type conductivity;8 a ∼1.4 eV band gap;16–20 and
strong absorption,17,19,21 calculated to be greater than not only CIGS but also CZTS.22
Despite these promising early findings, investigation of CBS for application as PV absorber
has been sporadic.23–26 Very few device results have yet been reported, with the best power
conversion efficiency only 1.28%.27 However, the significant PV potential of this material
continues to generate interest.28
Two key issues to address for any fledgling solar PV absorber are developing reproducible
growth of phase-pure material, and establishing the full nuances of the electronic structure.
Rigorous characterization of single-phase material, together with detailed electronic structure
understanding will allow device structure design for the optimal use of CBS.
A related group of PV-relevant materials with stoichiometry CuMCh2 was developed
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in order to find earth-abundant element replacements for the scarce elements in CIGS, in-
dium and gallium.9,29,30 In contrast to this, CBS seems to have been pursued independently,
developing from attempts to synthesize the natural mineral wittichenite.15,24,31 The subse-
quent discovery that CBS has PV-relevant properties21 led to comparisons with the CuMCh2
family. The research which followed saw it likened to CIGS16,31,32 from a growth perspec-
tive,17,23,33 and in terms of cell architecture,25,26,34 as done previously with CuSbS2 (CAS).
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It is not yet clear whether drawing analogies with CIGS is helpful or not, in the way that
has previously been applied to the related materials of CZTS4 and CAS.36 In spite of the
Bi in CBS being trivalent like the In and Ga in CIGS, CBS deviates from the usual tetrahe-
dral structure of the absorber materials derived from silicon.22,37 Instead it has a different
stoichometry and the lattice is distorted with respect to regular tetrahedra.
The crystal structure of CBS is orthorhombic, space group number 19, P212121. The
structure is illustrated in Figure 1 and shows the complex and distorted nature of the struc-
ture with respect to the close-to-regular tetrahedra present in CIGS.37 CBS has distorted
tetrahedral BiS3 units with the Bi atoms three-fold coordinated to sulphur and with the Bi
atom at one vertex of the tetrahedron. This resembles the single coordination environment
seen in bismuthinite Bi2S3, where this type of polyhedron makes up the ribbon ends.
38,39
These are derived from regular octahedra; the lone pair on the Bi replaces a sulphur atom
at a vertex of the octahedron, generating distorted square-based pyramids16 (the other co-
ordination environment in Bi2S3,
38) and then the displacement of the Bi atom due to the
presence of copper which stretches the two Bi-S bonds so they are no longer considered.8,13
While the Cu atoms also have three-fold coordination to S, they instead form near-planar
distorted trigonal CuS3 units which are highly-irregular tetrahedra; low chalcocite Cu2S also
has these polyhedra.40 These individual structural motifs are depicted separately in Figure
1b. This structure of CBS, consisting of a combination of Cu2S and Bi2S3, is not unex-
pected as CBS was first made by dry fusing these two materials together.14 Although both
copper and sulphur have three different lattice sites, their coordination is unchanged and
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only bond lengths and angles differ by a slight degree and these are labelled in Figure 1a.
A more detailed description of the structure of CBS is available elsewhere.13,22 A greater
understanding of the role of the peculiarities of this structure in determining its properties
will permit further development of applications of this material.
Figure 1: a) Crystal structure of wittichenite13 CBS. The Cu, Bi and S atoms are shown
in orange, purple and yellow, respectively. The numbers denote the inequivalent Cu and S
sites in the structure. b) The BiS3 and CuS3 structural units.
In this article, a full XPS analysis of CBS is presented. This includes core-levels before
and after in situ surface preparation, natural band alignments, and valence band spectra.
The CBS films are established as being single phase using x-ray diffraction, XPS and Raman
data. Optical absorption between 80 and 320 K is used along with band structure calculations
to determine the band gap. The XPS data is corroborated with theoretical density of states
calculations which ultimately enable the nature of the bonding in CBS to be related to the
band structure and band alignments and therefore allow the optimal solar cell architecture
to be determined. Similarities and important differences between CBS and other common
solar absorbers are discussed; commonly drawn analogies between CBS and common solar
absorbers are found to be limited and unhelpful for the future development of CBS as a PV
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absorber.
2 Methods
2.1 Experimental methods
Films of Cu3BiS3 were formed by sulfurizing Cu-Bi metallic ‘precursor’ films. The metal
films were thermally evaporated onto plain soda lime glass from 99.999% Cu shot (Alfa
Aesar) and 99.99% Bi pellets (Advent Research Materials) to a total thickness of 500 nm.
The ratio of thicknesses used was 1:1, since this corresponds accurately to a 3:1 Cu:Bi atomic
ratio. Sulfurisation was performed by enclosing the precursor films in a graphite box with
500 mg of elemental sulfur under a 300 Torr atmosphere of dry nitrogen at 375◦C for 30 mins.
This generated continuous brown/black films with good adhesion that were confirmed to be
Cu3BiS3 by θ - 2θ XRD as shown in the results section. A wide range of Cu:Bi composition
ratios and sulfurization temperatures were trialled. The 3:1 ratio and 375◦C were selected
since: a) the extremes of composition gave unwanted phases - Cu-rich giving Cu2S, and
Bi-rich giving Bi2S3, elemental Cu and a small amount of CuBiS2 in addition to the target
phase, and b) the use of temperatures greater than 375◦C gave increasingly narrow ranges of
tolerance to composition variation in the precursor for the formation of phase-pure Cu3BiS3.
High temperatures also encouraged poor adhesion and film loss.
X-ray diffraction was performed using a Philips X’Pert diffractometer (PW3050/65 go-
niometer) in Bragg-Brentano geometry with Cu Kα1 (0.15406 nm) x-rays incident from a
4-crystal Ge(220) monochromator, shaped by divergence, progressive receiving (PRS), and
anti-scatter (PASS) slits. Scans studied from 10 to 80 degree 2θ with 0.01 degree 2θ step
and 1 second dwell time per step.
Raman spectra were measured with a Horiba Scientific Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR confo-
cal Raman microscope. Backscattering geometry was used with an incident wavelength of
514.5 nm from an argon ion laser with a CCD exposure time of 30 s and five acquisitions.
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The spectrometer was calibrated to the zero order and the 520 cm−1 Raman line of silicon.
Transmission and specular reflection spectroscopy was performed at 11◦ angle of incidence
using a Bruker Vertex 70V Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer equipped with
a combined reflection-transmission accessory, a tungsten near-infrared/visible light source, a
quartz beam splitter and silicon diode detector. The measurements were performed between
80 and 320 K using a liquid nitrogen-cooled CFV2 continuous flow cryostat from Oxford
Instruments. The vacuum pressures were 2 mbar for the optical path in the spectrometer
and 1 × 10−6 mbar in the sample environment of the cryostat. The procedure for obtain-
ing absorption spectra from the measured transmission and reflection spectra is described
elsewhere.41
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to measure the core-level spec-
tra, valence band (VB) density of states (DoS) and secondary electron cutoff (SEC) of the
Cu3BiS3 sample. This was achieved in a standard ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber op-
erating at a base pressure of less than 2×10−10 mbar, with H2 as the main residual gas.
The excitation source was Al Kα X-ray radiation, operating at 250 W. The XPS resolu-
tion is 0.38 eV as determined from the width of the Fermi edge of a polycrystalline Ag
sample. Further experimental details, including the spectrometer calibration, can be found
elsewhere.42
The sample was mounted mechanically to the sample plate and electronically to the
spectrometer by means of Ta foil straps spot welded across the edges of the sample surface.
In order to provide a clean surface for measurement, and to remove surface contaminants,
the sample was sputtered and annealed by means of an Ar+ ion source and a radiative
heating stage. This cleaning procedure consisted of sputtering with 500 eV Ar+ in 5 minute
steps for a total of 30 minutes followed by annealing at 150◦C for 1150 minutes and then at
250◦C for a further 1350 minutes before allowing the sample to cool to ambient temperature.
As the sample was monitored by XPS throughout, it was deemed clean when cycles of
sputtering resulted in no discernible changes to the survey spectra and the peaks associated
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with oxidised bismuth were no longer present in the spectra. A full set of XPS spectra was
recorded both before and after the cleaning in order to demonstrate the effect of air exposure
and to provide a representative VB spectrum without contamination.
To account for any sample charging, the spectra were shifted to place the peak of the C
1s signal (collected for many hours to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio) had a binding
energy (BE) of 285.0 eV. For both before and after cleaning, this was achieved by a correction
of 0.3 eV to higher binding energy, suggesting that the charging was minimal. This C 1s
value is the same as that used before for this and related compounds.18,43
2.2 Computational methods
All of the periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations in this article were per-
formed through the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP).44–47 The screened hybrid
functional HSE06 was used for geometry optimization and density of states calculations.
HSE06 includes 25% Hartree-Fock exchange, which is screened with a parameter of w =
0.11 Bohr−1, with 75% exchange and full correlation from the generalized gradient approxi-
mation functional PBE.48 The projector-augmented wave method was used to describe the
interaction between valence and core electrons, scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials were used,
and due to the presence of the heavy element Bi, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was included for
electronic structure calculations. In previous reports of CuSbS2, HSE06 was used success-
fully without the addition of SOC,8,29 and elsewhere SOC was shown to reduce the band gap
by 30 meV without significantly changing the dispersions.49 However, prior work on ternary
bismuth chalcogenides has shown that SOC can be necessary to obtain accurate band gaps
and electronic structures in comparison with experiment or higher-level GW calculations.50
A plane wave cutoff energy of 400 eV and a Γ-centered k-point mesh of 3 × 2 × 4 were used
in the calculations of the electronic structure, determined to be sufficient to converge the
total energy to within 1 meV atom−1. A convergence criterion of 0.01 eV A˚−1 on the forces
per atom was used for geometry optimization, and the cutoff energy was increased to 560 eV
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during optimization to prevent errors arising from Pulay stress.
When comparing DFT valence band DoS with XPS spectra, the contribution of inelasti-
cally scattered electrons to the data was subtracted using a Shirley background. Corrections
were made to the pDoS curves for comparison with the XPS spectra. Firstly, orbitals were
modulated using the standard photoionisation cross sections51 and the curves were then
convolved with a Gaussian function (0.38 eV FWHM) to account for thermal broadening
and the analyser response, and then further convolved with a Lorentzian function (0.30 eV
FWHM) to account for lifetime broadening. The total DoS curve is the sum of the partial
curves and can now be aligned to the maximum of the most intense experimental peak in
order to directly compare with experiment.
A simulated Raman spectrum was constructed using Γ-point phonon frequencies, calcu-
lated by the finite-differences method implemented in VASP, and the changes in the macro-
scopic dielectric tensor, calculated using Density Functional Perturbation Theory, as a result
of those phonon modes using a code developed by Fonari and Stauffer.52 Given limitations
in the VASP code, these finite differences and DFPT calculations were only calculable using
the PBEsol functional. To ensure sufficient accuracy in the calculation of force constants,
tighter convergence criteria were used: 1 meV A˚−1 on the forces per atom, and a higher en-
ergy cutoff of 560 eV. Optical calculations were performed using HSE06+SOC, within the
method of Furthmu¨ller and co-workers, obtaining the high-frequency real and imaginary di-
electric functions, from which the absorption coefficient was derived;53 denser k-mesh of 6
× 4 × 6 was used for these calculations to ensure accuracy.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Crystal Structure Determination
The majority of compounds currently under investigation as PV absorbers are materials
consisting of three or more elements. Therefore, they have complicated phase diagrams,
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with many secondary phases. CBS is no exception. It is possible for the binary sulphides54
and alternative stoichiometry Cu-Bi-S compounds55 to form during growth. As such, suffi-
cient characterisation must be undertaken to ascertain the crystalline phases present, and to
exclude any secondary phases; this was achieved by XRD and Raman studies.16,20,31,32,56–59
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction (Cu Kα) from the Cu3BiS3 film and Rietveld refinement of
the Cu3BiS3 P212121 structure. The reflection scale indicates the positions of significant
reflections from potential Cu-Bi-S phases; excepting Cu3BiS3, the marker heights depict
each pattern’s relative reflection intensities (greater than 85%, 60%, 40% and 15%). Only
the Cu3BiS3 P212121 phase is well-supported by this data.
Figure Fig. 2 shows the Cu3BiS3 XRD pattern. Rietveld refinement of the P212121 struc-
tural model of Kocman et al.13 (in FullProf)60 progressively fitted the scale factor, lattice
parameters, sample displacement, lineshape parameters {U, V, W, η0, X}, and global tem-
perature B factor to the entire pattern, with a Pseudo-Voigt lineshape and a background
described via linear interpolation through manually-selected, resolved-to-baseline control
points. The refinement confirms the orthorhombic P212121 structure of the film and indi-
cates lattice parameters {a,b,c} of {7.6812(4)A˚, 10.4257(5)A˚, 6.7057(4)A˚}, matching those
reported from both a Cu3BiS3 thin film
56 and the wittichenite mineral13 to within 0.5%.
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The refinement assumes a random distribution of crystallite orientations, which may not
hold for a polycrystalline film. While the fit suggests no significant preferential grain ori-
entation, the residuals indicate a limited texture, yet the fit statistics do not improve sat-
isfactorily with exponential or March-like orientation models; to avoid systematic errors,
no dependent parameters were refined (e.g. atom positions or occupations). Nevertheless,
the analysis indicates that the film is free of potential Cu-Bi-S impurity phases. To as-
sess these, the pattern was evaluated against known refection positions in Cu (space group
Fm3m),61 Bi (R3m:R),62 S (Fddd),63 Bi2S3 (Pnma),
38 CuBiS2 (Pnma),
64,65 and α-Bi2O3
(bismite, P21/c);
66 room-temperature relevant phases in the rich range displayed by Cu2−xS
were also examined including Cu2S (low-chalcocite, P21/c),
67 Cu1.97S (djurleite, P21/n)
67
Cu1.8S (low-digenite, Fm3m)
68 Cu1.75S (anilite, Pnma),
69 and CuS (P63/mmc).
70 None of
these corresponded adequately to the observed reflections as shown in Fig. 2; statistics did
not improve substantially after Rietveld refinement of Cu3BiS3 with such impurity phases.
In summary, XRD analysis indicates a phase-pure Cu3BiS3 (P212121) film.
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Figure 3: Raman spectrum (blue points) from a Cu3BiS3 film with Raman spectrum calcu-
lated from DFT (grey dashed line) and the calculated spectrum shifted by 10 cm−1 (black
solid line).
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The phase is further confirmed by agreement between experimental and calculated Raman
spectra shown in Fig. 3. The experimental spectrum exhibits an intense peak at 292 cm−1
with two close neighboring peaks of about two-thirds the intensity at 263 and 268 cm−1,
consistent with noisier earlier work showing similar primary features at 292 cm−1 and 264
cm−1.56 In addition to previously observed peaks at 104 and 125 cm−1,56 peaks at 156,
203, 238, and 331 cm−1 are also apparent in Fig. 3. Additionally, the Raman spectrum from
Cu3SbS3 is very similar, but with the two most intense peaks (at 280 and 308 cm
−1) each
16 cm−1 higher than for Cu3SbS3 due to Sb having lower mass than Bi.71
The calculated Raman spectrum has peak positions around 10 cm−1 lower than the mea-
sured peaks. The calculated spectrum is therefore also shown after a rigid shift to 10 cm−1
higher frequency to account for the PBEsol functional systematically underestimating the
frequencies of the optical modes. Similar small underestimations of calculated mode frequen-
cies have been reported previously.72,73 The calculated Raman shifts have not been scaled by
a fixed percentage because Cu3BiS3 is orthorhombic and so the error in the lattice parame-
ters will be different in different directions in the crystal structure. The intensity difference
between experiment and theory may be due to the coarseness of the k-mesh employed in
order to keep the calculations to a reasonable cost.
3.2 Core level XPS
For XPS analysis of CBS it is important to take account of the close proximity of the main
peaks for Bi and S, the Bi 4f and S 2p doublets.74 As a result, a robust fitting procedure is
required to obtain an accurate analysis of the peaks. The most important XPS regions are
shown here, with survey spectra shown in the SI, Fig. S1. The energies of the fit components
are summarised in Table 1. A comprehensive discussion of the fitting procedure is given in
the SI, together with the corroborating spectral regions and Table S1, the binding energies
for all peaks, resulting from both the CBS and contaminants. The spectra presented here
are normalised to enable the relative proportions of peaks due to different elements or to
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different chemically shifted components to be best compared; the atomic percentages are
given in Table S2.
Table 1: XPS binding energies, work function (WF) and ionisation potential (IP) for CBS
before and after surface cleaning. Note that the after cleaning IP value is determined directly
from the XPS to be 5.18 eV, but is revised to 4.98 eV as described in the text due to the low
density of states of the topmost valence band. All values are in eV and the peak full widths
at half maximum (FWHM) are given in parentheses. Binding energies of all fitted peaks in
this study can be found in Table S1.
Cu 2p3/2 Bi 4f7/2 S 2p3/2 WF IP
Before cleaning 932.01 (1.16) 157.89 (0.65) 161.28 (0.81) 4.56 4.62
After cleaning 932.23 (1.05) 158.19 (0.77) 161.47 (0.78) 4.79 4.98
The XPS survey scans for CBS prior to and after surface cleaning are shown in Fig-
ure S1. The peaks for Cu, Bi and S are present, along with those for C and O due to
atmospheric contamination which reduce significantly upon cleaning. The survey spectra
additionally contain signals from sodium which diminish following cleaning. This could
result from sodium diffusion from the soda lime glass - it remains after cleaning and has
previously been reported.34 The occurrence of sodium in CBS is interesting, and warrants
future investigation, due to its beneficial effects on CZTS75 and CIGS,76 but negative impact
on CdTe.77 Further discussion of the possible effects of sodium and the other contaminants
can be found in the SI along with the associated XPS spectra.
The Cu 2p spectra are shown in Fig. 4. They were fitted with just one doublet (red
dash) both prior to and after cleaning. The doublet separation is 19.8 eV,78 the area ratio
is 1:2 and the 2p1/2 peak being broader than the 2p3/2 peak is the result of Coster-Kronig
effects.79,80 This doublet is assigned to the Cu+ in CBS. As shown in Figure 1a, copper has
three inequivalent lattice sites in CBS with the same coordination, but slightly different bond
lengths and angles. Therefore, a single chemically shifted doublet component is expected
to give a good fit to the copper peaks of CBS. The copper in CBS might be expected to
oxidise at the surface to produce cupric oxide (CuO).81 Such a surface species would exhibit
characteristic shake-up lines in the Cu 2p spectra,82 but as these are absent and the Cu 2p
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Figure 4: XPS spectra for the Cu 2p region of the CBS sample before and after surface
cleaning. Fitted peaks shown in red and peak envelope in black.
spectra do not change as result of cleaning, it was determined that copper oxidation has not
occurred. An additional peak, due to the Bi 4s core level, is expected to occur at a BE of
around 939 eV.83 However, this peak has not been detected because the signal is too weak
and wide compared to that from Cu 2p.
The Bi 4f and S 2p core level region for CBS is shown in Fig. 5 for before and after
cleaning. Curve fitting using the procedure outlined in the SI is also shown. For the Bi
4f doublet, a separation of 5.31 eV is used83 with a 3:4 area ratio. Both before and after
cleaning, the spectra contain three bismuth components. The most intense and narrowest
doublet (red dash) is assigned to Bi3+ in the crystalline CBS. The broader Bi doublet at
higher BE (pink dot) is assigned to Bi2O3; this component has much reduced intensity after
cleaning, indicating that it corresponds to oxidised bismuth only at the surface, and is bulk
not oxidised bismuth, formed during growth. The BE difference between the CBS and Bi2O3
is due to oxygen being more electronegative than sulphur.84,85 It is not the result of any
transformation of the oxidation state of bismuth. The attribution to Bi2O3 is also supported
by the associated component in the O 1s spectra, shown in Figure S4b (pink dot). The oxide
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Figure 5: XPS spectra for the Bi 4f and S 2p overlap region of the CBS sample before and
after surface cleaning. Peak envelope shown in black.
peak may be due to an alternative oxide, or a combination of non-stoichiometric oxides, but
the Bi 4f7/2 BE is 159.1 eV which is in line with previously reported values for Bi2O3.
85–87
Additionally, while the Bi5+ oxidation state must also be considered,88 Bi2O5 reportedly does
not form from atmospheric contamination of bismuth.89,90 The low intensity Bi component
at lower BE (blue dash dot) to that of CBS, that diminishes upon cleaning is due to metallic
Bi, as discussed in the SI where the fitting methodology is outlined. The Bi 4f7/2 peak BE
of 156.9 eV is consistent with previously reported Bi metal peak positions43,83,86,91,92 as well
as our own measurements of Bi foil (see Figure S2, blue data). This is attributed to surface
unreacted Bi remaining from the Bi layer deposition because its relative intensity decreases
upon sputtering and annealing. If the metallic Bi resulted from sputtering or breaking of
sulphur-bismuth bonds, sputtering would increase its relative intensity. However, as shown
in Table S2, from the ratios of Bi from CBS and metallic Bi, the opposite occurs.
The S 2p doublets have a separation of 1.18 eV93 and an area ratio of 1:2. Three sulphur
species are present in the sample before cleaning, but there are only two after cleaning. The
component which is removed by cleaning (purple shading) is assigned to sulphur-oxygen
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bonding. This doublet is at a much higher BE (∼6 eV) than the other sulphur species.
This is because it corresponds to a cation with +6 valency in contrast to the -2 valency
anion nature of the other sulphide species.94,95 The component results from reaction of the
surface sulphur with atmospheric oxygen and is absent after cleaning. This S 2p compo-
nent has previously been reported at the surface of CBS15,20 and related sulphide absorber
compounds,96,97 but was absent where high-quality growth was reported.36 Therefore, the
presence of the sulphate species likely to be the result of sub-optimal growth conditions,
involving the availability of excess sulphur for surface oxidation. The S 2p component at
∼163 eV (green shading) is assigned to sulphur-carbon bonding resulting from atmospheric
contamination,98 as previously reported for other sulphides.36,42 The most intense S doublet
(red shading) is assigned to sulphur in CBS with -2 valency. In Figure 1a, three distinct
sulphur sites are apparent; it might therefore be expected that there would be three S dou-
blets, corresponding to the three sites. But, even at the respectable resolution of our data,
one doublet is considered to satisfactorily approximate all three sulphur species within CBS.
This is not surprising as all three sites correspond to the same coordination and their bond
lengths and angles are only slightly different.8,13 The analysis of the Bi 4d and S 2s regions
reported in the SI further supports the above findings and discussion.
Table 1 gives the binding energies of the CBS XPS peaks. Due to the overlapping Bi and
S regions and the lack of attention to the material for applications, only a few reports of
XPS from CBS exist. The measured BE of the Cu 2p3/2 peak, which is more straightforward
to analyse than the Bi 4f and S 2p overlapping region, agrees several other reports of CBS.
However the reported binding energies are questioned due to extremely poor SNR,32,99,100 or
the obvious presence of an additional copper component (most probably due to copper oxide)
which remained unidentified due to a lack of curve fitting.20,57 As demonstrated above, the
Bi 4f and S 2p region is complicated and requires peak fitting to identify all components
present. Therefore, the BE values reported in the literature for the Bi 4f7/2 and S 2p3/2
peaks vary considerably. A full discussion of the prior literature on XPS of these core levels
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and its interpretation is in the SI.
Upon cleaning, all of the peaks shift to higher BE by 0.19–0.30 eV (see Table 1) as a
result of movement of the Fermi level. Also, the small differences in the shifts indicate small
stoichiometry changes as a result of cleaning. Indeed, surface stoichiometry values derived
from XPS (detailed in Table S2) show that such changes have taken place. Prior to cleaning,
there is an excess of sulphur on the surface. Following cleaning, the XPS data indicates a
near stoichiometric Bi:S ratio, but a copper-deficient surface. The chemical shifts are small
between different sulphides;101 the surface is sulphur-rich before cleaning is due to partially
reacted sulphur which is either desorbed or incorporated during the cleaning-related anneal.
That the surface is ‘copper-deficient’ after cleaning is unsurprising as this has previously
been reported for other Cu-based solar absorbers, including CIGS96,102,103 and CZTS.104,105
3.3 Band Structure and Optical Absorption
Measured and calculated Cu3BiS3 optical absorption spectra are shown on a logarithmic
scale in Fig. 6(a). The spectrum measured at 80 K shows an initial absorption onset at
1.18 eV, together with additional onsets at ∼1.45 and ∼1.57 eV. The calculated spectrum
has been shifted down in energy by 0.35 eV to align with the experimental one; such shifts are
explained as due to the omission of excitonic effects.41,49 The measured absorption spectrum
is interpreted by comparisons with the calculated spectrum, the optical transitions shown
schematically in Fig. 6(b) from the top three valence bands at the Γ point, and the calculated
valence band density of states (shown in Fig. 6(c)). The initial onset at 1.18 eV is assigned to
direct Γ point transitions from the topmost valence band V1 to the bottom of the conduction
band - the lowest direct band gap of Cu3BiS3. This onset is weak due to the very low
density of states of the first valence band V1 in comparison to valence bands V2 and V3, see
Fig. 6(c). The onsets at ∼1.45 and ∼1.57 eV correspond to the equivalent transitions from
valence bands V2 and V3. There is also a direct transition associated with the band extrema
at the Brillouin zone Y point - indicated on Fig. 6(a) just below the Γ point V2 transition.
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Figure 6: (a) Optical absorption spectra from Cu3BiS3 at 80 and 280 K plotted on a loga-
rithmic scale; (b) Schematic representation of the band structure and absorption transitions
at the Γ point; and (c) DFT density of states at the top of the valence band.
Combining this analysis of our optical data with the HSE06+SOC band structure shown
in Fig. 7, indicates that Cu3BiS3 is a weakly indirect band gap semiconductor and that
even the absorption associated with the lowest energy direct transitions at ∼1.2 eV is rather
weak. Therefore, the absorption is dominated by transitions above 1.4 eV. This contrasts
with several reports suggesting the band gap is direct forbidden in nature based on plots
of (αhν)2/3 versus hν being presented as more linear than plots with other exponents for
αhν, where α is the absorption coefficient.17,21,106 According to the band structure shown in
Fig. 7, there are several different critical points within a narrow energy range, making the
widely used methods of analysing absorption data inappropriate for the material; it is not
possible to determine the band gap of Cu3BiS3 by a simple linear extrapolation of (αhν)
n
versus hν for some value of n (such as 2 for direct band gap, 1/2 for indirect and 2/3 for
direct forbidden). While there are interpretational differences about the nature of the band
gap, Gerein and Haber report that α is 1×105 cm−1 at 1.9 eV, very similar to the absorption
coefficient value being reached at 1.8 eV in our data. There is also significant absorption
below their reported band gap of 1.4 eV.
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Figure 7: HSE06+SOC DFT band structure of Cu3BiS3; valence band is depicted in blue,
conduction band in orange, and 0 eV set to valence band maximum.
In the band structure shown in Fig. 7 calculated using HSE06+SOC, the lowest direct
band gap is 1.468 eV. This is at (0, 0, 0.1) - one tenth of the way along the Γ to Z direction of
the Brillouin zone. The fundamental band gap is 1.372 eV and is indirect. If this difference
of ∼0.1 eV is maintained when the temperature is increased from the zero Kelvin of the
calculations, then the room temperature indirect gap is estimated from the absorption data
to be ∼1.08 eV. The HSE06+SOC band gaps can be contrasted with the band gaps obtained
using HSE06 without SOC, where the indirect band gap is 1.715 eV and the lowest direct
band gap is 1.794 eV (at Γ). Therefore, in Cu3BiS3, the renormalisation of the band structure
on the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling is significant: the fundamental gap is reduced by over
0.34 eV, a similar magnitude to that seen in other bismuth chalcogenides.107,108 Additionally,
the combination of SOC with the lack of an inversion centre results in the breaking of all
band degeneracies, and causing changes in dispersion at the band edges: in centrosymmetric
BiI3, SOC has been found to improve conduction band dispersion,
109,110 here, the momentum
dependent splitting leads to a lower electron effective mass and also creates additional pockets
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near the CBM, which could improve the calculated absorption spectrum compared to the
HSE06 electronic band structure.
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Figure 8: Optical absorption spectra from Cu3BiS3 between 80 and 320 K. The inset shows
shift of the absorption at an (αhν)2 value of 4 × 1010 eV2cm−2 as a function of temperature.
Temperature-dependent absorption spectra from Cu3BiS3 are shown in Fig. 8 where the
conventional (αhν)2 versus hν plot normally used for direct allowed transitions is shown. It
is clear that the curves are not linear. This could be interpreted as indicating that the band
gap which dominates the absorption is not direct allowed, but the observed spectral shape is
instead a consequence of the joint density of states of the particular band structure of Cu3BiS3
as indicated by the comparison in Fig. 6 between the absorption spectrum measured at 80
K and the calculated spectrum. The temperature dependence of the main absorption edge
is shown in the inset of Fig. 8 and was estimated by plotting the change with temperature
of the energy of the (αhν)2 versus hν curve at 4 × 1010 eV2cm−2. The shift corresponds to
0.5 meVK−1.
The analysis of the band gap of Cu3BiS3 presented here, including the temperature de-
pendence, is consistent with the results of a previous photoreflectance study of thin films
between 10 and 300 K.56 Strong resonances were seen at ∼1.2 and ∼1.5 eV, broadly corre-
sponding to the features seen in our absorption spectra and the transitions identified from
the calculated band structure. The photoreflectance results along with our absorption spec-
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tra and calculated band structure therefore indicate that the room temperature direct band
gap of Cu3BiS3 is 1.18 eV, with an indirect band gap of ∼1.08 eV.
3.4 Band Alignment
The natural band alignment of the material,111 was determined using photoemission, as
described elsewhere.42 Fittings of the secondary electron cutoff (SEC) and valence band
maximum (VBM) for CBS are shown in Fig. 9. The measured core level binding energies,
work function (WF) and ionization potential (IP) values for CBS before and after cleaning
are detailed in Table 1. The measured IP and WF, along with the band gap of CBS, enable
the vacuum alignment of CBS to be determined,112 as shown in Fig. 10. The natural band
offsets between CBS after cleaning, CdTe, CIGS, CZTS and the common n-type partner
material CdS, are also shown.
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Figure 9: The secondary electron cutoff and VBM XPS spectra with linear fits for CBS
before and after surface cleaning. The Fermi level is at 0 eV and the EF to VBM energies
are shown. Note the weak onset ∼0.2 eV below the extrapolated valence band edge which
is discussed further in the text.
The ionisation potential obtained depends on the determined binding energy of the VBM.
As discussed above in the context of the optical absorption, the density of states at the Γ
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VBM is low. This means that it will not contribute significantly to the photoemission
spectrum, and is evidenced by the weak onset of the valence band edge from XPS around
0.2 eV below the linearly extrapolated edge (see Figure 9). This is further supported because,
according to the calculated band structure (see Figure 7), the Γ VBM is 0.2 eV above the Y
VBM. Therefore, the measured ionisation potential of 5.18 eV corresponds to the separation
between the valence band maximum at the Y point of the band structure and the vacuum
level, and correspondingly, the fundamental ioinisation potential at the Γ point is 4.98 eV.
Both of these values are represented in Figure 10, and a band gap value of 1.18 eV is shown,
corresponding to the direct band gap at the Γ point: the value most appropriate for solar
cell applications, given the previously analysed band structure.
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Figure 10: Vacuum-aligned band diagram between CBS and other common absorbers and
the common n-type partner material, CdS. Literature values of ionisation potential (IP) and
band gap are taken for CdS,113 CIGS,114 CZTS113 and CdTe.115 The measured IP value for
CBS from XPS is 5.18 eV, but the fundamental value is 0.2 eV lower (4.98 eV) due to the
low density of states of the topmost valence band at the Γ point as discussed in the text.
As shown in Table 1, after cleaning, there is a significant increase in the IP and WF. This
is due to carbon contamination being removed. The presence of carbon contamination is
known to reduce the IP and WF of materials.116 Because of the understudied nature of CBS,
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there are few studies of the band alignment of this compound. Only one group has reported
the WF of CBS and their values are consistently lower than those determined here.26,34,117
These reports utilised Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) to measure the WF of CBS,
however contamination can lower the WF, but without any in vacuo cleaning process being
used. In a report which employed a chemical etch, XPS showed that the etch failed to remove
substantial contamination.34 Therefore, it appears likely that the previously reported lower
WFs are due to the effects of surface contamination, particularly as KPFM averages the WF
over the area being samples, while XPS gives the lowest WF in a sampled area.118 So far, no
studies except the values we present here, have reported IP values for CBS. Therefore, once
cleaned, IP value for CBS reported here is representative of the material itself and small
amount of residual bismuth oxide on the surface will have almost no effect.
Novel photovoltaic absorber compounds can be detrimentally affected by the use of non-
optimal partner layers in device structures.113 This arises when new materials are developed
in analogy with established ones, as was the case with CZTS from CIGS.104 CdS is often the
first choice as the n-type partner material for new absorbers, perhaps due to its success with
CIGS119 and CdTe.120 This raises a significant barrier against the environmental impact of
an absorber such as CBS as moving away entirely from Cd-containing materials is desirable.
Furthermore, from Fig. 10 it would appear that CdS would be an inappropriate choice of
partner material from an electronic point of view as well, due to the large conduction band
offset (CBO) between CdS and CBS, present due to the relatively low IP in comparison with
CIGS and CZTS. Prior work has indicated that the best efficiences are obtained using type-I
heterojunctions that have the conduction band (CB) of the n-type layer 0–0.4 eV above that
of the absorber,121,122 and that a recombination centre is present when there is a large CBO
between CdS and CBS as shown in Fig. 10.123 Therefore, a material with a higher conduction
band minimum (CBM) and more environmentally benign elements than CdS is needed. And
at the opposite side of the junction, a lower WF contact metal is probably needed. Such a
approach was also required for SnS solar cells,42,113 where the deployment of other materials
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has led to positive results.122,124 The demonstrated propensity for oxidation of CBS films,
as well as literature reports of the same, shown and discussed in the data above, is a factor
which should be recognised and addressed if CBS-containing devices are to be successful,
with the oxidation of the surface known to have an adverse effect on cell performance in other
compounds.96,105,125 Metals oxidation produces insulators which, even when thin, can be very
resistive, causing problems between layers of the solar cell and inhibiting charge carriers. In
fact, bismuth oxidation has previously been reported to give a variety of different phases,
with both n- and p-type conductivity,126 large band gaps,89,127 and high IP.128 All these
properties could be detrimental within CBS in the context of the band alignments shown in
Fig. 10. XPS, with its surface sensitivity, can by used to probe such formation of surface
oxide. Unlike XRD, it is able to detect both crystalline and amorpohous surface oxides and
has a relatively low detection limit. Thus, we suggest that XPS can be combined effectively
with other material characterisation methods such as XRD, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and Raman spectroscopy.
3.5 Density of States
The electronic band structure of photovoltaic absorbers should be investigated in relation
to understanding how bonding configurations influence the electronic properties and the
prediction of how to obtain desirable properties. For corroboration with the theoretically
simulated VBDoS, measurements of the valence band XPS spectra were made, which should
represent the density of states well.129,130 The experimental XPS VB spectrum from cleaned
CBS is shown in Fig. 11 together with the calculated partial density of states (pDoS) in the
VB.
The agreement between the calculated DoS and XPS spectra in the region at the top of
the VB (I) is exceptionally good, with all features accounted for, in the correct proportions.
Final state effects were unaccounted for, but it is noted that final-state relaxation will tend
to cause features at the bottom of the VB to be shifted nearer to the top in XPS spectra.129
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Figure 11: Calculated and experimental VB spectra for CBS (with Fermi level as the zero
of the BE scale). XPS data after background subtraction are compared to broadened and
corrected partial DoS curves. The magnified region shown at the top emphasises the lower
intensity contributions.
This explains why the features lower in the VB (II & III) are present with approximately
the correct intensities, but are shifted to lower BE in the XPS spectra.
The excellent agreement shown between the experiment and theory in Fig. 11 supports
the validity of the theoretical results. However, due to the XPS spectra being dominated by
Cu 3d states as a result of their larger cross-section, the pDoS curves before cross-section
corrections were applied are also presented in Fig. 12a. This gives an improved illustration
of the interactions between the orbitals present, for both the valence and conduction bands.
The Cu 3d states remain the largest contributor to the VB, but the other orbitals can now
be discerned. The Cu 3d states at the top of the VB (0-7 eV) are present in three different
regions (IV, V, IV*), that result from the tetrahedral Cu-S bonding.
For compounds that consist of regular tetrahedral Cu-anion units, the Cu-d states are
split by the crystal field into a non-bonding e doublet, and a t2 triplet, that can bond
with the p states of the anion. In CBS, the observed DoS is closely related to that of regular
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Figure 12: a) & b) Total and partial electronic density of states curves for CBS, with intensity
zoomed region to more clearly show the underlying orbitals. Curves have been convolved
with a Gaussian function (0.3 eV FWHM) in order to better distinguish features. DoS
curves are aligned to the VBM. Black curve with grey shading is the total summed DoS.
c) Configuration energies for the valence orbitals131,132 displayed with a schematic of the
bonding hybridisations as discussed in the text. It is noted that the CE values do not take
ionisation, multi-electron occupancy or hybridisation into account and are shown only as a
schematic guide. Part labels are discussed and referred to throughout the text.
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tetrahedral compounds since its distorted Cu-S units are derived from tetrahedra.133,134 This
results in an intense central peak (V) comprised solely of the non-bonding e Cu-d states with
two weaker features (IV, IV*) on either side, representing the Cu-d t2 orbitals mixed with
S-p orbitals (bonding and antibonding states respectively). However, due to the Cu-S units
being highly distorted, the relative proportions of bonding and non-bonding states differ from
regular tetrahedra and additional shoulders and peaks are apparent in the DoS as a result
of the crystal distortion. Some hybridisation is forbidden in contrast to it being symmetry
allowed in non-distorted structures. This is corroborated by the fact that the top of the VB
of CBS is more similar to that of Cu2S
135 (highly distorted tetrahedra) than to CAS29,36
(near-regular tetrahedra).
At higher BE energy are two other distinct regions: one around 11 eV (VI) comprising
mostly Bi-s states, and the other between 14 and 16 eV (VII) containing mainly S-s states.
The orbital configuration energies (CEs) are presented in Fig. 12c. The Bi 6s and S 3s orbitals
are semi-localised as indicated by their intense features VI and VII and the absence of these
orbitals at the top of the VB. Antibonding states consisting mostly of Bi-p hybridized with
S-p (IX*) dominate the CBM and the first conduction band. The corresponding bonding
states occur throughout the VB, in addition to the Cu-d contributions (IX).
Additional understanding of the nature of the bonding can be obtained from investigating
the Bi cation-related states at the band extrema. This is apparent in the zoomed-in DoS,
shown in Figure 12b. As a result of there being three times more Cu atoms than Bi atoms in
CBS and the resulting strength of the Cu-related features, the states due to Bi hybridization
are relatively weak. In spite of this, their presence can significantly influence the properties.
Within the Cu3(As,Sb,Bi)(S,Se)3 family of materials, it has been proposed that the contri-
bution of cation-s states to the top of the VB diminishes upon going down group V to Bi.8
This is due to the increasing separation and reduced interaction of the cation-s and anion-p
orbitals as the group is descended. The Bi-s states initially seem only to be in the VB as
a result of the anti-bonding hybridisation with S-p states (X*). However, a more detailed
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look reveals a contribution to the conduction band (XI*) from Bi-s states and its intensity
is similar to that close to the VBM (XI). This intensity therefore indicates that there is
some degree of mixing of the Bi-s states according to the revised lone pair model136 and the
antibonding Bi-s/S-p states (X*) further mix with the Bi-p orbitals due to their proximity,
resulting in full bonding states near the VBM (XI). This bonding scheme is depicted on the
orbital diagram in Fig. 12c. However, this hybridization is not as strong as seen in other
lone-pair active materials. This weaker interaction is expected and is therefore thought not
to contribute significantly to the material’s properties. This is manifested in the structure,
by comparison with other lone-pair active compounds.136 The voids into which the lone pair
electron density is projected are smaller in CBS than in the other materials. The other states
that contribute significantly to the valence and conduction bands are further detailed in the
schematic bonding diagram in Fig. 12c.
Prior DFT studies of CBS concentrated on the band structure and the relation to the
optical spectra,22,56,137 with a single investigation discussing the nature of bonding, but
without relating it to the band alignments.8 The pDoS in prior work are in general agreement
with those presented here. One report highlighted that the s-like nature of the VBM for
these materials with a group V3+ cation gives enhanced absorption compared with a group
V5+ cation, and higher absorption than CIGS.137 This favourable optical property is one of
the motivations for increased interest in these materials.
While the optical properties of CBS have been measured and calculated in quite a few
studies and have been found to be compatible with solar cell potential, the band alignments,
that enable the design of device architecture, have received much less attention. The IP value
determined will inform the future design of CBS-based cells. As the IP of CBS found here
is not as high as for other common absorbers, as has been discussed in the previous section,
CBS will likely need more suitable partner layer materials within a solar cell structure. From
the perspective of orbitals and bonding, it is apparent that this low IP is inherent to this
material family and is due to the unusual bonding configuration when compared to other
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absorbers. Hereafter, reference is made to Fig. 13 for the valence orbital relative energies
for the elements of common thin film solar absorbers and their occupancy in the materials,
according to their formal ionic oxidation states.
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Figure 13: Configuration energies131,132 for the valence orbitals of common solar absorbers
CdTe, CIGS, CZTS and the new absorber CBS and CAS. The formal occupancy of the
orbitals within the compunds is depicted and the main orbitals are shown which contribute
to the VBM and CBM. The Cd-p levels is shown at an estimated value according to the
trend from Sn and In.
CdTe is an ‘archetypical II-VI’ material with a VBM mostly comprising bonding cation-
p/anion-p states and a CBM mostly comprising antibonding cation-s/anion-p states, with
the corresponding antibonding (bonding) states occurring higher (lower) in the CB (VB)
with respect to the band edge.138,139 The cation-d orbitals of CdTe are bound too strongly to
significantly interact with valence states and therefore do not influence the VBM. However,
in the copper-containing compounds (CIGS, CZTS, CAS, CBS), the full Cu-d states are
close in energy to the full anion-p orbitals. Therefore the copper-d/anion-p states dominate
the VB of these compounds as detailed above. This is advantageous for solar cells, as the
copper vacancy is a shallow acceptor responsible for the inherent p-type conductivity of these
compounds,8,140–142 the high-lying Cu-d level tends to produce a VBM that favours junction
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formation and Ohmic contacting,143 and the antibonding states at the VBM have been
suggested to result in defect-tolerance.144 The binary Cu-chalcogenide Cu2S lacks stability,
which can be enhanced by adding another cation with an empty valence d-band, generating
the conduction band and hence preventing copper illumination-induced self-reduction.145
These features will also apply to CBS. In spite of the differences between the VB of CdTe
and the copper-based materials, the CBMs are simlar for CdTe, CIGS and CZTS. They
consist of antibonding non-Cu-cation-s/anion-p states, that are energetically in quite close
proximity (Fig. 13).
CBS DoS superficially resembles that of both CZTS and CIGS in that they share the
same main Cu-d/anion-p domination of the VB. However, their CB states differ substantially,
and, when studied in detail, the VB states differ too (shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13). This is
the reason for the low IP in comparison with other PV materials. This is mostly due to the
electronic structure of the non-Cu-cation. This is (In/Ga)3+ in CIGS and Sn4+ in CZTS,
that have valence-s orbitals which are formally unoccupied and close to the formally occupied
anion-p orbitals. The hybridisation of these levels cause the antibonding states to form the
CBM, while the bonding states lie deeper in the VB, beneath the Cu-d states at the VBM.
However, the non-Cu-cation is Bi3+ in CBS with its more tightly bound, formally occupied
valence-s orbitals, and it is the less strongly bound valence-p orbitals that are energetically
near to the anion-p orbitals. Therefore, due to the energetic differences apparent in Fig. 13,
the Bi-p/S-p antibonding states go on to make up the CBM of CBS, whereas the bonding
states are shallower in the VB, and overlap to some degree with the Cu-d states. Additionally,
there is a small contribution from Bi-s states at the VBM due to the previously described
revised lone pair mechanism. These additional states alter the band alignments, raising the
VBM somewhat, marginally lowering the IP, and generating band misalignment with other
absorbers, seen in Fig. 10, which is thought to be substantial in its effects in PV devices. In
CIGS and CZTS, the non-Cu-cation-s/anion-p hybridized bonding states occur a lot deeper
in the VB and have no overlap with the Cu-d states and no contribution to the VBM; this
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increases the IP.133,146 As a result of the similarities with CAS,36 it is clear that this bonding
regime is an inherent characteristic of this materials family.
Therefore, both in this family of materials, and possibly extended to future materials,
the band levels and the bonding nature of the VB and CB can be somewhat predicted from
the orbital levels. That is, if the cation-d orbitals are occupied and are energetically close to
the anion-p orbital (e.g. Cu+), then the VB will be dominated by the mixing of these states
and the CB will probably comprise the antibonding mixture of anion-p with the most tightly
bound, formally unoccupied cation orbital. Trends of the VBM positions for common-cation
and common-anion materials have been shown to be predicted correctly for binary com-
pounds,147,148 considering a simple tight-binding model with regards to the relative positions
of the elemental atomic orbital levels. However, such an approach is inapplicable here as
the multi-component nature of the materials adds an extra dimension of complexity, and
the differences in crystal structure also play a role. As such, CZTS/CIGS and CBS cannot
be directly compared using this approach. It may however be the case that such a model
is applicable within the family of materials, for example, comparing Cu3BiS3 and Cu3BiSe3,
when development reaches that stage.
Still, the understanding of orbital interactions and band alignments obtained here, cou-
pled with previous findings that this family of materials has been shown to demonstrate far
superior absorption to that of CIGS,137 and that both of these features are understood to
be due to the nature of the bonding, all suggest some optimism for the use of CBS. The
better performance of CIGS over CBS may not be the result of inherent problems with CBS,
but instead the greater development time that CIGS has enjoyed. CBS retains significant
potential as a solar PV absorber, but could require substantial further research into material
synthesis and cell design.
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4 Conclusions
We have presented a thorough XPS spectral analysis of the Cu3BiS3 core-levels, and devel-
oped a model which disambiguates spectral complexities, particularly those resulting from
overlap of the Bi 4f and S 2p lines.
Optical absorption spectra and first principles calculations determine a ∼1.2 eV direct
band gap rather than the often-reported 1.4-1.5 eV; this discrepancy is due to the low density
of states of the topmost valence band.
The Cu3BiS3 ionisation potential (4.98 eV) is reported for the first time: indicating band
edges which are too high for CdS to be a suitable solar cell p-n-junction partner, and that
alternative n-type layers are required. Models fitted to the experimental valence band spectra
and theoretical density of states substantiate the analysis of the bonding in CBS. A major
contribution to the valence band maximum is from Cu-d and S-p states, but Bi-p states also
play a role; this differs from CIGS and CZTS, and is partly why a low IP value is determined
here. The implications of the Bi-6s lone-pair electrons are also discussed; the conduction
band’s Bi-p character arises from the trivalent Bi (with full valence s- and empty valence
p-states), again different from the non-Cu cation (with empty valence s-states) in CIGS or
CZTS. This understanding does not dampen the potential of CBS, but direct comparisons
with well-developed PV absorbers should be avoided, and new device architectures explored.
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